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Hello, all,

I have a patron looking for Vietnam War military records of his uncle who died in 1984. His uncle served in the U.S. Navy.

My patron has already requested his uncle's records through the National Personnel Records Center archives, but they only sent him a document that acknowledged his uncle's dates of service. The patron also checked Fold3 and didn't find anything.

I read on the NARA website there is a distinction between "archival" records (records of a soldier who was separated from service* 62 or more years ago*) and "federal" records (a soldier who was separated from service *less than 62 years ago*). Archival records are obtainable via the National Personnel Records Center (NARA), but it looks like Federal (non-archival) records can only be requested by the veteran or his/her next of kin by filling out a Form SF-180?

To your knowledge, is this correct? I have an email out to my patron asking if he submitted an SF-180 to obtain the info he obtained.

Or, might there be a Navy-specific source to find info? Any wisdom is appreciated!

Sincerely,

*Julie Huffman*, Genealogy Librarian
Los Angeles Public Library
630 W. Fifth St., Los Angeles, CA 90071
213-228-7413
jhuffman at lapl.org
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---
From cgreene at fullerton.edu  Mon Dec  2 15:59:38 2019
From: cgreene at fullerton.edu (Greene, Colleen)
Date: Mon, 2 Dec 2019 20:59:38 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] [External] Vietnam War records for the Navy
In-Reply-To: <CAEs5skJKkCHY0uez8-h-W3xXUWG000L9G7M3gkJjjuJt2GsGiw@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAEs5skJKkCHY0uez8-h-W3xXUWG000L9G7M3gkJjjuJt2GsGiw@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CEE4A0B8-7295-47E7-9ADB-2A20E90FE453@fullerton.edu>

Hi Julie,

Yes, what you interpret from NARA/NPRC's website is accurate. The Official Military Personnel Files (NPRC) for servicemembers who separated from service less than 62 years ago (right now, that is 1958 or later) are not available to public researchers due to privacy reasons; only to the veteran or next-of-kin. These are still considered active Federal records. One can still submit a FOIA request
though. The veteran or next-of-kin can request the records online via eVetRecords or by mailing using the (SF)180 form.

If they separated 62 years ago or longer (which right now is 1957 or earlier), those records are considered Archival, and can be requested in-person at NPRC or by submitting the request via mail or fax (an (SF)180 form).

What your patron received is a Certification of Service from NARA, with just basic information. If they want more information, they need to have a next-of-kin make the request.

Colleen Greene
--

Colleen Robledo Greene, MLIS
Digital Literacy Librarian
Pollak Library
California State University, Fullerton
cgreene at fullerton.edu
www.library.fullerton.edu
Direct Phone: 657-278-3991
800 N. State College Fullerton, CA 92831

Hello, all,

I have a patron looking for Vietnam War military records of his uncle who died in 1984. His uncle served in the U.S. Navy.

My patron has already requested his uncle's records through the National Personnel Records Center archives, but they only sent him a document that acknowledged his uncle's dates of service. The patron also checked Fold3 and didn't find anything.

I read on the NARA website there is a distinction between "archival" records (records of a soldier who was separated from service 62 or more years ago) and "federal" records (a soldier who was separated from service less than 62 years ago). Archival records are obtainable via the National Personnel Records Center (NARA), but it looks like Federal (non-archival) records can only be requested by the veteran or his/her next of kin by filling out a Form SF-180?

To your knowledge, is this correct? I have an email out to my patron asking if he submitted an SF-180 to obtain the info he obtained.

Or, might there be a Navy-specific source to find info? Any wisdom is appreciated!
Sincerely,

Julie Huffman, Genealogy Librarian
Los Angeles Public Library
630 W. Fifth St., Los Angeles, CA 90071
213-228-7413
jhuffman at lapl.org
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From cgreene at fullerton.edu Mon Dec 2 16:14:09 2019
From: cgreene at fullerton.edu (Greene, Colleen)
Date: Mon, 2 Dec 2019 21:14:09 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] [External] Vietnam War records for the Navy
In-Reply-To: <CEE4A0B8-7295-47E7-9ADB-2A20E90FE453@fullerton.edu>
References: <CAEs5skKkCHYoueZ8-h-W3xXUWG000L9G7M3gkEjjuJt2GsG1w@mail.gmail.com> <CEE4A0B8-7295-47E7-9ADB-2A20E90FE453@fullerton.edu>
Message-ID: <D3647E06-47F3-4431-A123-57073D20D419@fullerton.edu>

Please excuse the typo and correction:

?The Official Military Personnel Files (OMPF) for servicemembers??

Colleen Greene

--

[cid:image001.png at 01D5A912.3A1926D0]
Colleen Robledo Greene, MLIS
Digital Literacy Librarian
Pollak Library
California State University, Fullerton
cgreene at fullerton.edu<mailto:cgreene at fullerton.edu>
www.library.fullerton.edu<http://cgreene at fullerton.edu> Direct Phone: 657-278-3991
800 N. State College Fullerton, CA 92831

From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of "cgreene at fullerton.edu"
<cgreene at fullerton.edu>
Reply-To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Monday, December 2, 2019 at 1:02 PM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] [External] Vietnam War records for the Navy

Hi Julie,
Yes, what you interpret from NARA/NPRC’s website is accurate. The Official Military Personnel Files (NPRC) for servicemembers who separated from service less than 62 years ago (right now, that is 1958 or later) are not available to public researchers due to privacy reasons; only to the veteran or next-of-kin. These are still considered active Federal records. One can still submit a FOIA request though. The veteran or next-of-kin can request the records online via eVetRecords or by mailing using the (SF)180 form.

If they separated 62 years ago or longer (which right now is 1957 or earlier), those records are considered Archival, and can be requested in-person at NPRC or by submitting the request via mail or fax (an (SF)180 form).

What your patron received is a Certification of Service from NARA, with just basic information. If they want more information, they need to have a next-of-kin make the request.

Colleen Greene

---

[01D5A912.3A1926D0]
Colleen Robledo Greene, MLIS
Digital Literacy Librarian
Pollak Library
California State University, Fullerton
cgreene at fullerton.edu
www.library.fullerton.edu

From: <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of "Huffman, Julie" <jhuffman at lap1.org>
Reply-To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Monday, December 2, 2019 at 12:45 PM
To: Librarians Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [External] [Genealib] Vietnam War records for the Navy

Hello, all,

I have a patron looking for Vietnam War military records of his uncle who died in 1984. His uncle served in the U.S. Navy.
My patron has already requested his uncle's records through the National Personnel Records Center archives, but they only sent him a document that acknowledged his uncle's dates of service. The patron also checked Fold3 and didn't find anything.

I read on the NARA website there is a distinction between "archival" records (records of a soldier who was separated from service 62 or more years ago) and "federal" records (a soldier who was separated from service less than 62 years ago). Archival records are obtainable via the National Personnel Records Center (NARA), but it looks like Federal (non-archival) records can only be requested by the veteran or his/her next of kin by filling out a Form SF-180?

To your knowledge, is this correct? I have an email out to my patron asking if he submitted an SF-180 to obtain the info he obtained.

Or, might there be a Navy-specific source to find info? Any wisdom is appreciated!

Sincerely,

Julie Huffman, Genealogy Librarian
Los Angeles Public Library
630 W. Fifth St., Los Angeles, CA 90071
213-228-7413
jhuffman@lapl.org

--
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From astaley at comcast.net  Mon Dec  2 16:16:38 2019
From: astaley at comcast.net (ASTaley)
Date: Mon, 2 Dec 2019 16:16:38 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Vietnam War records for the Navy
In-Reply-To: <CAEs5skJKkCHYoez8-h-W3xUXUW0009L9G7M3gkEjjuJt2GsG1w@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAEs5skJKkCHYoez8-h-W3xUXUW0009L9G7M3gkEjjuJt2GsG1w@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <7ad2285a-1595-7868-dccc-2459fe35172c@comcast.net>

The below two items will not furnish personnel files; however, they might be of interest:
U.S. Navy Memorial Foundation. The Navy Log.
https://www.navymemorial.org/navy-log [In 2015 they had nearly 600,000 naval service personnel-- Navy, Marine Corps, Coast Guard, reservists of these services, and Merchant Marine -- listed. It appears to be voluntary, so not everyone is listed.]

National Archives ? online databases are available through the Access to Archival Databases (AAD) at https://aad.archives.gov/aad/
Under "Wars/International Relations" click on "Vietnam War" to access 20 different series with over 10M digital records

AnnS

--
C. Ann Staley, CG?, CGL(SM)
Genealogical Lecturer, Instructor, and Consultant
http://cannstaley.com
GenealogyTrips Co-Leader - www.GenealogyTrips.com
Membership Chair, Genealogical Speakers Guild
Member, Association of Professional Genealogists
Education Chair, Jacksonville [FL] Genealogical Society

On 12/2/2019 3:44 PM, Huffman, Julie wrote:
> Hello, all,
> > I have a patron looking for Vietnam War military records of his uncle who died in 1984.? His uncle served in the U.S. Navy.
> > My patron has already requested his uncle's records through the National Personnel Records Center archives, but they only sent him a document that acknowledged his uncle's dates of service.? The patron also checked Fold3 and didn't find anything.
> > I read on the NARA website there is a distinction between "archival" records (records of a soldier who was separated from service _62 or more years ago_) and "federal" records (a soldier who was separated from service _less than 62 years ago_).? Archival records are obtainable via the National Personnel Records Center (NARA), but it looks like Federal (non-archival) records can only be requested by the veteran or his/her next of kin by filling out a Form SF-180?
> > To your knowledge, is this correct?? I have an email out to my patron asking if he submitted an SF-180 to obtain the info he obtained.
> > Or, might there be a Navy-specific source to find info?? Any wisdom is appreciated!
> > Sincerely,
> > *Julie Huffman*, Genealogy Librarian
> > Los Angeles Public Library
> > 630 W. Fifth St., Los Angeles, CA 90071
> > 213-228-7413
> > jhuffman at lapl.org <mailto:jhuffman at lapl.org>
I am hoping someone out there may have some contact information you can share?

One of the public libraries I work at has had our public access to Ancestry LE not functioning for the past three + weeks. We have an IT department of 3 full time people, with the department head trying to work with a counterpart at Proquest. They have gone over, again and again, where there could be problems. Still no public access. (We DON’T have any problems with the staff side. Using different IPs for the two levels of access)

This happened like I said about 3 weeks ago. NOTHING has changed on our side. The same time that I discovered we lost access was when I also discovered at both libraries, instead of seeing the library tag in the upper right corner, we saw an alpha numeric code that has been corrected.

Does anyone have a helpful TECH contact at BOT PROQUEST AND ANCESTRY?

I am more than ready to start an email campaign to Ancestry, giving the info to our GIG members.

Thanx for any and all help!!

Nancy L. Gaynor

Patrick Kennedy

This is just a quick, simple thing, so it may be mute, but could you have had a power interruption and your ISP address was reset? If so, then Ancestry?s IT might not recognize it.
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Nancy Gaynor
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2019 10:12 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Major Ancestry LE problems

I am hoping someone out there may have some contact information you can share? One of the public libraries I work at has had our public access to Ancestry LE not functioning for the past three + weeks. We have an IT department of 3 full time people, with the department head trying to work with a counterpart at Proquest. They have gone over, again and again, where there could be problems. Still no public access. (We DON'T have any problems with the staff side. Using different IPs for the two levels of access)
This happened like I said about 3 weeks ago. NOTHING has changed on our side. The same time that I discovered we lost access was when I also discovered at both libraries, instead of seeing the library ?tag? in the upper right corner, we saw an alpha numeric code ? that has been corrected.
Does anyone have a helpful TECH contact at BOT PROQUEST AND ANCESTRY? I am more than ready to start an email campaign to Ancestry, giving the info to our GIG members.
Thanx for any and all help!!
Nancy L. Gaynor
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EXPLORE RELIC
December 2019 - The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local History (RELIC)

Start your historical journey here. RELIC's email newsletter highlights upcoming free events and happenings. Genealogy and local Virginia history are our specialty as a service provided by the Prince William Public Library. We're located at Bull Run Regional Library and you can always find more about us at pwcgov.org/relic<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic>.

Dr. Peter Henriques, George Mason University Professor of History Emeritus and George Washington Scholar, illuminates the early influence the very complex Mary Ball Washington exerted on her famous son and further examines their later, quite controversial relationship and the friction between them.

Thursday, December 5, 7:00 - 8:30 p.m.<http://bit.ly/2NwpZOb>
Register at 703-792-4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org

[https://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/constantcontact/relic/apr2017/insider.png]

George Washington, as our first President and one of our nation's greatest leaders, has been the focus of numerous works of history, biography, and fiction. A total of 239 works with him as the subject can be found in our own library's catalog.

As with other famous people, he often attracts the interest of genealogists. Although he is not known to have had any biological issue, many folks claim him as a relative.

Here are a few books from RELIC's collection to help you find your family connection to President Washington:

(New York: Macmillan, 1993) Carries Washington's male-line ancestry back to Duncan, Lay Abbot of Dunkeld (Scotland), killed c. 965 A.D. Identifies many Washington cousins to the present day. [973.0992 Ame]


You can also use these websites to track what Washington family trees have been put online:

* RootsWeb.com<https://home.rootsweb.com/> - World Connect, a website that allows users to upload, modify, and display their family trees. World Connect is controlled by Ancestry.com.

You will learn that various publications give different, conflicting stories about George Washington's ancestry. As with all families, there is always more research to be done and there are yet new discoveries to be made.

[The Washington Family]
The Washington Family - Library of Congress

U.S. COLORED TROOPS AND BLACK CONFEDERATES<http://bit.ly/2KZ0mDx>
The 180,000 men of the U.S. Colored Troops (USCT) played a decisive role in winning the Civil War. Slaves were forced to toil behind Confederate lines or accompany their masters to war. Dr. Eugene Betit, author of Collective Amnesia: American Apartheid, speaks on the roles of African Americans on both side of the battlefield.

Tuesday, January 21, 7:00 - 8:30 p.m.<http://bit.ly/2KZ0mDx>
Register at 703-792-4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org>
Are you struggling to decipher chicken scratch? Taken out of context, everything is just a scribble. Paleography, the study of old handwriting, is an art form. Genealogist Katie Derby will teach you tips and techniques in the art of reading and interpreting the squiggles and scrawls of scriveners past.

Wednesday, January 22, 11:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Register at 703-792-4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org

To read the latest lists of new materials available, please click on What's New in RELIC.

Unless otherwise stated, all of the preceding programs will take place at Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, Virginia. Programs may last from 60 to 90 minutes. You may register for any of these free programs at 703-792-4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org.

You may also register online by clicking here and selecting the program date. Funding for selected RELIC programs is provided by the Friends of Bull Run Library.* To be notified of upcoming library programs and activities, you may sign up for the PWPLS newsletter or 703-792-8150.

Questions and comments are always welcome.

[Like us on Facebook](https://www.facebook.com/PrinceWilliamPublicLibraries)
[Follow us on Twitter](https://twitter.com/PrinceWmLibrary)
[View on Instagram](https://instagram.com/pwpls)
[Find us on Pinterest](https://www.pinterest.com/pwpls/)
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From genegbala at gmail.com  Wed Dec  4 17:26:31 2019
From: genegbala at gmail.com (Helen Gbala)
Date: Wed, 4 Dec 2019 12:26:31 -1000
Subject: [Genealib] Major Ancestry LE problems
In-Reply-To: <0f4601d5aab5$28b1ef90$7a15ceb0$@comcast.net>
References: <0f4601d5aab5$28b1ef90$7a15ceb0$@comcast.net>
Cherri Bush might be a good contact at Ancestry.
Helen Gbala
Genegbala at gmail.com

On Wed, Dec 4, 2019 at 5:13 AM Nancy Gaynor <nancy.gaynor at comcast.net>
wrote:

> I am hoping someone out there may have some contact information you can
> share?
>
> One of the public libraries I work at has had our public access to
> Ancestry LE ? not functioning for the past three + weeks. We have an IT
> department of 3 full time people, with the department head trying to work
> with a counterpart at Proquest. They have gone over, again and again,
> where there could be problems. Still no public access. (We DON’T have any
> problems with the staff side. Using different IPs for the two levels of
> access)
>
> This happened like I said about 3 weeks ago. NOTHING has changed on our
> side. The same time that I discovered we lost access was when I also
> discovered at both libraries, instead of seeing the library ?tag? in the
> upper right corner, we saw an alpha numeric code ? that has been corrected.
>
> Does anyone have a helpful TECH contact at BOT PROQUEST AND ANCESTRY?
>
> I am more than ready to start an email campaign to Ancestry, giving the
> info to our GIG members.
>
> Thanx for any and all help!!
>
> *Nancy L. Gaynor*
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

--
Helen Gbala
MainGb2019 at gmail.com
1 630 336 9982
-------------- next part --------------
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From BushCD at familysearch.org  Wed Dec  4 17:35:32 2019
From: BushCD at familysearch.org (Cherie Bush)
Date: Wed, 4 Dec 2019 22:35:32 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Major Ancestry LE problems
In-Reply-To: <CAGvPDsgpyaUbNnUbBG-8+LaVNVp_D+DvhaFVtkwXbGDF53ygJg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <0f4601d5aab5$2B81ef90$7a15ceb0S@comcast.net>,
<CAGvPDsgpyaUbNnUbBG-8+LaVNVp_D+DvhaFVtkwXbGDF53ygJg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <12AF5A20-2E00-4CA7-B2CA-BA05AAAAA767@familysearch.org>

Thanks for thinking of me Helen. However I work for FamilySearch.
On Wed, Dec 4, 2019 at 5:13 AM Nancy Gaynor <nancy.gaynor at comcast.net> wrote:
I am hoping someone out there may have some contact information you can share?
One of the public libraries I work at has had our public access to Ancestry LE not functioning for the past three + weeks. We have an IT department of 3 full time people, with the department head trying to work with a counterpart at Proquest. They have gone over, again and again, where there could be problems. Still no public access. (We DON'T have any problems with the staff side. Using different IPs for the two levels of access)
This happened like I said about 3 weeks ago. NOTHING has changed on our side. The same time that I discovered we lost access was when I also discovered at both libraries, instead of seeing the library tag in the upper right corner, we saw an alpha numeric code that has been corrected.

Does anyone have a helpful TECH contact at BOT PROQUEST AND ANCESTRY? I am more than ready to start an email campaign to Ancestry, giving the info to our GIG members.

Thanx for any and all help!!

Nancy L. Gaynor

---
From kimgenhist08 at gmail.com Thu Dec  5 12:23:43 2019
From: kimgenhist08 at gmail.com (Kim S. Harrison)
Date: Thu, 5 Dec 2019 10:23:43 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] NGS 2020 Annual Conference
Message-ID: <CAAV9_q+ws7MLp09ZRBjzEt9LYR=rN3o1ixNK3kuLa1uhUT2eDw@mail.gmail.com>

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191204/3c66f85c/attachment.html>
Hello:

Please don't over look the NGS 2020 Annual Conference as part of your continuing education or networking opportunities as part of your plan. The registration has open up and you can find information at https://conference.ngsgenealogy.org/. The conference theme is "Echoes of our Ancestors" to be held 20th to 23rd May 2020 in Salt Lake City, UT at the Salt Palace.

Tuesday, 19th May 2020 ProQuest will sponsor Librarians' Day at the conference. I have attached the flyer for your review. We have an exciting line up of speakers of Ari Wilkins (*Serving Genealogical Researchers at Public Libraries*), Patricia Jordan Roberts (*Researching the West: Denver Public Library*), Allison DePrey Singleton (*Calamity Janes, Cowboys, and Catalog Women: Researching Frontier Men and Women in Newspapers*) and Michael L. Strauss (*Soldiers, Sailors, and Marines: Guarding and Patrolling our Western Frontier*).

Librarians' Day will be held at the Salt Palace. There is $20 fee to cover some of the days expenses.

If you have any questions let me know. I hope to see you all there.

Respectfully,

Kim

NGS 2020 Librarians' Day Chair
President of the Arizona Genealogical Advisory Board

*Kim S. Harrison*
kimgenhist08 at gmail.com
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From mkmannix at gmail.com  Wed Dec 11 11:01:58 2019
From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Wed, 11 Dec 2019 11:01:58 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] NY Herald Tribune
Message-ID: <CAPXojw8ywmsjyknyUL9f9q=QP8i74iHAwhUWs0Xaa_1yiRzYQ@mail.gmail.com>

Hello All,

I would greatly appreciate it if anyone who has some form of access to the 1943 "NY Herald Tribune" contact me off-list.

Thanks!
Our library has a Minolta Reader Printer with the MSP3000 printer. Minolta no longer makes the toner cartridges for this machine. Earlier this year (July) I ordered a cartridge from our supplier to have on hand when our current cartridge ran out. The replacement cartridge was shipped and I opened it today hoping to replace the one in our machine.

To my dismay, I discovered the replacement cartridge does not fit. Comparing the two cartridges, our machine uses a model 4161 cartridge, the one that was sent is a model 4563. When I called the vendor, they cannot take back the unused cartridge as over 3 months has passed since it was ordered. The cartridge we have fits a model MSP3500.

Can anyone use the MSP3500 cartridge? We may be able to make a deal on pricing.

Contact off list: KellenbergerRoom at gmail.com or victor.jones at cpcrl.org

Thanks!

Victor

**Note: New e-mail address below effective April 6, 2019**
I am in possession of two boxes of books for this county and am looking for a home for them. They include basic research topics, cemetery, census, and some biography. I live in Durham, NC. They are part of a friend's estate. Suggestions appreciated and where else should I post this notice?

List sent on request.

Trudie Davis-Long
tdavislong at gmail.com

Thanks to everyone who responded. The books have all been taken.

Trudie Davis-Long
tdavislong at gmail.com
Chesterfield District Chapter, SCGS Library would love to have them. We are located in Chesterfield, SC. Please let me know if they are still available.

Thank you,
Jean Rushing

I am in possession of two boxes of books for this county and am looking for a home for them. They include basic research topics, cemetery, census, and some biography. I live in Durham, NC. They are part of a friend's estate.

Suggestions appreciated and where else should I post this notice?

List sent on request.

Trudie Davis-Long
tdavislong at gmail.com

----------- next part -----------
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URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191221/2ae6d101/attachment.html>
They have been promised to another group.
Thanks for your interest.

Trudie Davis-Long

On Sat, Dec 21, 2019 at 11:44 AM Jean Rushing <bjrushing at shtc.net> wrote:

> Chesterfield District Chapter, SCGS Library would love to have them. We
> are located in Chesterfield, SC. Please let me know if they are still
> available.
> >
> > Thank you,
> >>
> > Jean Rushing
>
> >
> > *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:
> > genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Trudie davis-long
> > *Sent:* Friday, December 20, 2019 5:37 PM
> > *To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> > *Subject:* [Genealib] Washington Co, IN
>
> >
> > I am in possession of two boxes of books for this county and am looking
> > for a home for them. They include basic research topics, cemetery, census,
> > and some biography. I live in Durham, NC. They are part of a friend's
> > estate.
> >
> >
> > Suggestions appreciated and where else should I post this notice?
> >
> >
> > List sent on request.
>
> >
> > Trudie Davis-Long
>
> > ttdavislong at gmail.com
>
> >
> >
> >
> >
>>
>
> genealib mailing list
Hi Jean,
One small change. I do have the census books 1820 and 1860-1920 for Washington Co, IN. Also the 1850 mortality schedule and Abstracts of Wills 1808-1902. Are you interested in these?

Trudie Davis-Long
tdavislong at gmail.com

On Sat, Dec 21, 2019 at 11:44 AM Jean Rushing <bjrushing at shtc.net> wrote:

> Chesterfield District Chapter, SCGS Library would love to have them. We are located in Chesterfield, SC. Please let me know if they are still available.
>
> Thank you,
>
> Jean Rushing
>
> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *Trudie davis-long
> *Sent:* Friday, December 20, 2019 5:37 PM
> *To:* genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> *Subject:* [Genealib] Washington Co, IN
> 
> I am in possession of two boxes of books for this county and am looking for a home for them. They include basic research topics, cemetery, census, and some biography. I live in Durham, NC. They are part of a friend's estate.
>
> Suggestions appreciated and where else should I post this notice?
Hi Trudy,

We would not be interested in these, but thank you for contacting me.

Chesterfield District Chapter, SCGS

Jean Rushing

Hi Jean,

One small change. I do have the census books 1820 and 1860-1920 for Washington Co, IN. Also the 1850 mortality schedule and Abstracts of Wills 1808-1902. Are you interested in these?
Chesterfield District Chapter, SCGS Library would love to have them. We are located in Chesterfield, SC. Please let me know if they are still available.

Thank you,
Jean Rushing

I am in possession of two boxes of books for this county and am looking for a home for them. They include basic research topics, cemetery, census, and some biography. I live in Durham, NC. They are part of a friend's estate.

Suggestions appreciated and where else should I post this notice?

List sent on request.

Trudie Davis-Long
tdavislong at gmail.com <mailto:tdavislong at gmail.com>
Could anyone use the 2020 supplement to the Passenger and Immigration Lists Index? We received one with a tear along the edge of the back cover, but it's really a mostly cosmetic issue.

If you're interested in having it in your library please contact me at the email address below.

Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
glasgowe at wtcp1.org

We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock

[WTCP1_Logo_Email]
Yes, thank you. If this book is still available, the Georgia room of the Bull Street Library in Savannah, GA would appreciate the addition. Happy to pay for the postage.

Sharen Lee
Reference Librarian

On Fri, Dec 27, 2019 at 3:32 PM Elizabeth Glasgow <GlasgowE at wtcp1.org> wrote:

> Could anyone use the 2020 supplement to the *Passenger and Immigration Lists Index*? We received one with a tear along the edge of the back cover, but it?s really a mostly cosmetic issue.
>
>
> If you?re interested in having it in your library please contact me at the email address below.
>
>
> *Elizabeth A. Glasgow*
> Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
> Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
> 444 Mahoning Ave. NW
> Warren, Ohio 44483
> (330) 399-8807, Ext.120
> glasgowe at wtcp1.org
>
> *We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth. *
> * John Lubbock*
>
>
> [image: WTCPL_Logo_Email]
>
> ________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
> URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191227/c07301c2/attachment.html>
> A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
> Name: image001.png
> Type: image/png
> Size: 3922 bytes
> Desc: not available
> URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191227/c07301c2/attachment.png>
Good afternoon,

We are looking at the 1860 census and specifically at the heading Color (column 6). What would a checkmark in this column indicate. As per instructions: " Color.- Under heading 6, entitled u Color," in all cases where the person is 'White leave the space blank; in all cases where the person is black without admixture insert the letter U B j" if a mulatto, or of mixed blood, write "M[;]" if an Indian, write "Ind." It is very desirable to have these directions earefully observed." There doesn't seem to be an instruction involving a check-mark. Any thoughts on what a check-mark in this column could mean?

Thanks,

Jane DeBellis
Technical Processing/Genealogy Coordinator
Santa Rosa County Library System
6275 Dogwood Drive | Milton, FL 32570
P: 850.981.4063 | F: 850.626.3085
www.santarosa.fl.gov/libraries

Florida has a very broad Public Records Law. Virtually all written communications to or from Santa Rosa County Personnel are public records available to the public and media upon request. E-mail sent or received on the county system will be considered public and will only be withheld from disclosure if deemed confidential pursuant to State Law.

-------------- next part --------------
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20191230/f1b7cc05/attachment.html>

From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Mon Dec 30 19:03:18 2019
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Tue, 31 Dec 2019 00:03:18 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] 1860 Census Color question
In-Reply-To: <BN7PR09MB28203BF26E9541F8E46A650A8C270@BN7PR09MB2820.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References: <BN7PR09MB28203BF26E9541F8E46A650A8C270@BN7PR09MB2820.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <BL0PR0901MB4130FF0E7AA7ED35C271B2AFBC260@BL0PR0901MB4130.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>

My experience with census notations is that sometimes when the enumerator checks the "color" space it may mean that he has confirmed the person is "white" by inspection. The rest of the people in the household are presumed to be the same unless stated otherwise. I think it doubtful that they ever asked "what color are you" of a person who was believed to be white. The checkmark thus is a clue as to who was present when the census questions were asked. In localities with very few people of color, the enumerator was probably familiar with the status of each family, and the checkmark system may not have been used.

I've taken a look at the 1860 census of Milton, Santa Rosa County, Florida, and believe that the use of the checkmark there agrees with what I've said above.

Donald L. Wilson, Virginiana Librarian
Good afternoon,

We are looking at the 1860 census and specifically at the heading Color (column 6). What would a checkmark in this column indicate. As per instructions:  "Color.- Under heading 6, entitled u Color," in all cases where the person is 'White leave the space blank; in all cases where the person is black without admixture insert the letter U B j" if a mulatto, or of mixed blood, write "M[;" if an Indian, write "Ind." It is very desirable to have these directions earefully observed." There doesn't seem to be an instruction involving a check-mark. Any thoughts on what a check-mark in this column could mean?

Thanks,

Jane DeBellis
Technical Processing/Genealogy Coordinator
Santa Rosa County Library System
6275 Dogwood Drive | Milton, FL 32570
P: 850.981.4063 | F: 850.626.3085
www.santarosa.fl.gov/libraries

Florida has a very broad Public Records Law. Virtually all written communications to or from Santa Rosa County Personnel are public records available to the public and media upon request. E-mail sent or received on the county system will be considered public and will only be withheld from disclosure if deemed confidential pursuant to State Law.

GlasgowE at wtcpl.org  Tue Dec 31 12:01:40 2019
From: GlasgowE at wtcpl.org (Elizabeth Glasgow)
Date: Tue, 31 Dec 2019 17:01:40 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Passenger and Immigration Lists Index
In-Reply-To: <ff53e540065c4bb392b0770f45c33d55@wtcpl.org>
References: <ff53e540065c4bb392b0770f45c33d55@wtcpl.org>
Message-ID: <a1446c8158cf4ccaeae94949e851ffad1@wtcpl.org>

Thank you for your interest, the book has been spoken for.

Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock

[WTCLPL_Logo_Email]

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu> On Behalf Of Elizabeth Glasgow
Sent: Friday, December 27, 2019 3:32 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists (genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu) <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Passenger and Immigration Lists Index

Could anyone use the 2020 supplement to the Passenger and Immigration Lists Index? We received one with a tear along the edge of the back cover, but it's really a mostly cosmetic issue.

If you're interested in having it in your library please contact me at the email address below.

Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
glasgowe at wtcpl.org<mailto:glasgowe at wtcpl.org>

We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock

[WTCLPL_Logo_Email]
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